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Abstract—In cellular Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems, system
overload may occur during a random access (RA) procedure
under a limited number of preamble resources and physical
uplink shared channel (PUSCH) resources especially when there
exist massive IoT devices in a cell. In order to resolve the system
overload, the commercial system like 3GPP LTE adopted a
group paging (GP)-based uplink access technique, but it has been
known that the performance of the GP-based technique drasti-
cally degrades as the number of devices increases. In this paper,
we first propose a dynamic access control (DAC) mechanism for
the GP-based cellular massive IoT system, which dynamically
adjusts RA-attempting probability by considering not only the
number of available preambles but also the number of available
PUSCH resources. We also intelligently combine the proposed
DAC mechanism with an early preamble collision detection tech-
nique to further improve the RA performance of the cellular
IoT system. Through extensive computer simulations, we show
that the proposed DAC mechanism outperforms the conventional
access control mechanisms, which consider only the number of
available preamble resources, in terms of GP completion time,
PUSCH resource efficiency, transmission efficiency, and energy
efficiency.

Index Terms—Cellular Internet-of-Things (IoT) systems, early
preamble collision detection (e-CD), group paging (GP), machine-
to-machine (M2M), physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH),
preamble, random access (RA).

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, wireless network operators have provided
emerging cellular Internet-of-Things (IoT) and machine-

to-machine (M2M) communication services since it is
expected that the number of IoT devices reaches tens of bil-
lions in the future [1], [2]. In the cellular IoT systems, most
IoT devices (machine nodes) tend to remain at a radio resource
control (RRC) idle state in order to reduce battery power con-
sumption and signaling burden required for maintaining the
RRC connected state. When an IoT device has data to send, it
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Fig. 1. Conventional RA procedure and collision detection technique.

initiates a random access (RA) procedure to make a connection
with a base station, i.e., eNodeB in 3GPP LTE systems [3] and
narrowband IoT systems [4], [5]. Fig. 1 shows the conventional
RA procedure of the LTE network and its collision detection
technique [6]. At the first step of the RA procedure, each
node transmits a randomly selected preamble among available
preambles on a physical random access channel (PRACH)
slot [7]. If multiple nodes transmit the same preamble, the
preamble collision occurs. However, the eNodeB cannot detect
preamble collisions at the first step in the conventional RA pro-
cedure. At the second step of the RA procedure, the eNodeB
sends the RA response (RAR) messages to the corresponding
nodes by using a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)
or a physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH). The RAR
message contains the information of the detected preamble,
physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) resource grant, and
timing advance value. At the third step of the RA procedure,
the node which received the RAR message transmits a connec-
tion request message through the allocated PUSCH resource
by the RAR message. If multiple nodes, which used the same
preamble at the first step, send connection request messages
on the same PUSCH resource, then the eNodeB may fail to
decode the multiple messages, and it finally recognizes the
preamble collision based on the decoding failure. At the fourth
step of RA procedure, the eNodeB transmits a contention res-
olution message to the node on an PDSCH for the nodes that
succeeded in decoding of message at the third step. No con-
tention resolution messages are delivered to the nodes that
failed to decode the message at the third step.
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Unlike human-to-human communications, a severe RA
overload may occur during the RA procedure since a large
number of IoT devices attempt RAs at the same time in
general cellular IoT systems. Hence, various techniques have
been proposed to resolve the RA overload problem of the
cellular IoT systems in [8]–[10]. Generally, there exist two
types of RA overload control methods: 1) push-based and
2) pull-based control methods [11], [12]. In the push-based
methods, IoT devices transmit data spontaneously and the
eNodeB attempts to mitigate RA overload by exploiting
various techniques, including access class barring (ACB),
separating the RA channels, dynamic resource allocation,
backoff-based schemes, etc. [13]. The ACB-based schemes
inherently control the number of simultaneous accesses with
an ACB factor ranging between 0 and 1 or different back-off
times. In particular, dynamic ACB schemes have been actively
investigated in [14]–[20]. On the other hand, in the pull-based
methods, the eNodeB utilizes paging messages to activate cer-
tain devices when it requires information from them [21]. With
the paging-based schemes, in general, the RA overload is more
effectively controlled, compared to the push-based methods
since it explicitly controls the access attempts from the IoT
devices [21]. However, it becomes a significant burden to page
each of devices individually as the number of IoT devices
increases in the network.

In order to resolve this problem, a group paging (GP) tech-
nique was proposed in 3GPP systems, where the IoT devices
are grouped together according to specific metrics, and each
group is assigned a single identifier (ID) [22], [23]. When a
certain group is paged by its group ID, all devices belonging to
the group start the RA procedure at the same time in order to
obtain RRC-connections. An analytical model was introduced
to investigate the performance of the GP-based system, and a
decision rule for both the number of reserved RA resources
and the group size was proposed in [24]. A traffic scatter-
ing scheme was proposed to improve the energy efficiency
(EE) of IoT devices in the GP-based LTE network, which
prevents all devices from simultaneously attempting the RA
procedure [25]. In addition, a dynamic preamble resource allo-
cation scheme was proposed for the GP-based LTE-A network,
which dynamically adjusts the number of preamble resources
that are allocated to users in a certain group based on the
estimated number of contending users in each RA slot [26].
Aforementioned schemes for the GP-based cellular networks
considered only the preamble resources to alleviate the system
overload problem. However, recently, it was reported that a
lack of PUSCH and PDCCH resources is another bottleneck
of the RA procedure [27], [28]. Moreover, the above schemes
assumed that the preamble collisions are perfectly detected at
the first step of the RA procedure, but the preamble collisions
may be detected after packet decoding of the uplink data at
the third step of the RA procedure in practice. Finally, the
conventional schemes need to monitor/estimate the number of
contending devices in each RA slot, but it is not feasible in
general [20].

Hence, we propose a dynamic access control (DAC) mech-
anism for GP-based cellular IoT networks in this paper,
which adjusts the RA-attempting probability (RAP) of the

paged devices by considering the varying amount of preamble
resources, RAR resources, and PUSCH resources. We apply
the early collision detection (e-CD) technique [29] to the
newly proposed DAC mechanism for estimating the number
of contending devices, which further alleviates the RA over-
load, increases the PUSCH resources utilization, and improves
the EE. It will be shown that the proposed DAC mechanism
outperforms the conventional access control (C-AC) mecha-
nism in terms of GP completion (GPC) time, PUSCH resource
efficiency, transmission (TX) efficiency, and EE. It is worth
noting that the proposed DAC mechanism can be applied
to the GP based narrow band IoT systems [5]. The major
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

1) We carefully consider the whole radio resources which
are utilized in the RA procedure such as the number
of available preambles, the number of available RAR
messages, and the number of PUSCH resources in order
to adaptively control RAP for efficiently accommodating
a large number of devices in the GP-based IoT networks.
It is trivial to apply the conventional ACB scheme that
considers only the number of available preambles for
access control (AC) to the GP-based IoT network.

2) We investigate the effect of the e-CD technique on
the performance of the proposed DAC technique in the
GP-based IoT networks even though most existing stud-
ies consider only the conventional preamble collision
detection technique.

3) We mathematically analyze the proposed DAC mecha-
nism in terms of various performance metrics, such as
the GPC time, the PUSCH resource efficiency, the trans-
mission efficiency, and the EE. In particular, the PUSCH
resource efficiency, the transmission efficiency, and the
EE are first analyzed in this paper for GP-based IoT
networks to the best our knowledge.

4) The comprehensive performance results of the proposed
DAC mechanism give insights on how to manage the
radio resources, such as PRACH and PUSCH and
how to efficiently satisfy the performance require-
ments of various traffic types in GP-based cellular IoT
networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe a system model considered in this paper. In
Section III, we propose a DAC mechanism for the GP-based
cellular IoT network with a massive number of devices. The
proposed DAC mechanism is mathematically analyzed and
validated via extensive simulations in Sections IV and V,
respectively. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. GP-Based Cellular IoT Networks

We consider a single cell IoT network consisting of a single
eNodeB and a number of machine nodes (IoT devices). We
assume that there exist NG IoT groups and each group consists
of NMN machine nodes. Thus, there exist NG · NMN machine
nodes in a cell. For example, Fig. 2 shows the GP-based cel-
lular IoT network, where there exist six groups in a cell and
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Fig. 2. GP-based IoT network. In this figure, the eNodeB pages the fifth
group of smart meters.

nine machine nodes1 in each group. In general, the group is
set up according to its applications such as smart metering,
smart transportation, e-health care, public safety, surveillance,
remote maintenance, and control. We assume that all nodes in
the same group are assigned to the same group identity (ID).
Each group is paged with the group ID included in the pag-
ing message [21]. Upon receiving the paging message, all the
nodes in the corresponding group, i.e., NMN nodes, initiate RA
procedures for RRC-connections. In Fig. 2, for example, the
fifth group is paged by the eNodeB, and all machine nodes in
the fifth group initiate the RA procedures simultaneously. In
this paper, we focus on a single group operation without loss
of generality since each group is exclusively controlled by the
eNodeB with the GP signaling.

B. Access Control

Fig. 3 shows the overall procedure of the AC mechanism for
the GP-based IoT network. The time interval of a group RA
(GRA) opportunity for the paged group is denoted by Tinterval.
In a certain GRA opportunity, a dedicated PRACH is utilized
for nodes in the group to transmit preambles, and the corre-
sponding RAR messages are utilized to allocate resources to
them.2 The number of available preambles and the number
of allocable PUSCH resources for each group are assumed to
be M and V , respectively. In particular, the number of alloca-
ble PUSCH resources are decided by the minimum number of
available RAR messages and available PUSCH resources. In
this paper, we also assume that one PUSCH resource is allo-
cated to a single node, and a small size data is delivered on the
PUSCH resource in the third step of the RA procedure [30].

1For a representation simplicity, we show only nine machine nodes belong-
ing to a single group. However, in practical systems, the number of machine
nodes in a group is significantly larger. In case of smart metering, the number
of smart meters in a group is expected to be 35 670 with a radius of 2 km in
urban London [13].

2Since the machine nodes in a group utilize the dedicated PRACH, the
eNodeB can exactly count the number of RA-success nodes and the number
of backlogged nodes.

Then, up to V nodes can be accommodated to send data on
the PUSCH resources.

The GRA overload is controlled by the AC. The eNodeB
first notifies the RAP value of the ith GRA opportunity
p(i) ∈ [0, 1] at the beginning of the ith GRA opportunity
by using the paging message. Then, each node generates a
random number q ∈ [0, 1] and compares q with p(i). If
q ≤ p(i) (access check), the machine node attempts an RA in
the ith GRA opportunity. Otherwise, it defers an RA attempt
to the (i + 1)th GRA opportunity. The number of machine
nodes which succeed in the RA in the ith GRA opportunity
is assumed to be NRA(i). Then, the number of backlogged
nodes to attempt the RA at the beginning of the (i + 1)th
GRA opportunity is given by

Nbacklog(i + 1) = NMN −
∑i

j=1
NRA(j). (1)

C. Early Collision Detection

Fig. 4 shows the e-CD technique. If the e-CD tech-
nique is adopted at the eNodeB, then the eNodeB can
detect the preamble collisions at the first step of the RA
procedure [29], [31], [32]. Thus, the eNodeB sends the RAR
messages only for the collision-free preambles at the second
step of RA procedure while the eNodeB does not send the
RAR messages for the collided preambles. In this paper, we
consider both the conventional collision detection and e-CD
techniques in the GP-based cellular IoT systems.

III. DYNAMIC ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISMS

WITH GROUP PAGING

In this section, we propose two DAC mechanisms for the
GP-based cellular IoT network.

1) P-DAC 1: Proposed DAC mechanism with the conven-
tional collision detection technique.

2) P-DAC 2: Proposed DAC mechanism with the e-CD
technique.

As shown in Fig. 3, in the ith GRA opportunity, the eNodeB
calculates the RAP value p(i), and then p(i) is sent to machine
nodes by using the paging message. Upon receiving the RAP
value, each machine nodes in the corresponding group deter-
mines whether it attempts an RA or not. If it passes the access
check, it attempts an RA, and then receives an RAR mes-
sage containing a PUSCH resource grant. Finally, it transmits
its own RA-step 3 data on the allocated PUSCH resource.
Nodes which do not pass the access check, cannot receive their
corresponding RAR messages (failure in PUSCH resource
schedule), or are notified that their preambles collided, wait
until the next GRA opportunity.

A. Proposed DAC Mechanism With Conventional Collision
Detection Technique (P-DAC 1)

M and V denote the number of available preambles and the
number of allocable PUSCH resources, respectively. In this
mechanism, the eNodeB cannot detect preamble collisions at
the first step of the RA procedure, and, thus, it allocates the
PUSCH resources for all activated preambles regardless of
collisions. Let n denote the number of machine nodes that
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Fig. 3. Overall procedure of the AC mechanism for GP-based IoT networks.

Fig. 4. e-CD technique.

generate the random number q such that q ≤ p(i) in the ith
GRA opportunity. Thus, n machine nodes are assumed to pass
the access check in the ith GRA opportunity. Then, for given n,
the probability that an arbitrary preamble among M preambles
is selected by only a single node is given by

Ps(n) = n

(
1

M

)(
1 − 1

M

)n−1

(2)

and the average number of successful (collision-free) preamble
transmissions is given by

Nsuccess(n) = Ps(n)M. (3)

Similarly, for given n, the probability that an arbitrary pream-
ble is activated is given by

Pa(n) = 1 −
(

1 − 1

M

)n

(4)

and the average number of activated preambles is given as

Nactive(n) = Pa(n)M. (5)

Note that Pa(n) is the probability that at least one machine
node selects a particular preamble, and it is activated. Thus, the
activated preambles include both of collision-free preambles
selected by a single node and collided preambles selected by
two or more nodes.

Fig. 5 shows the average number of successful (collision-
free) preamble transmissions, Nsuccess(n), and the average
number of activated preambles, Nactive(n), for varying n when
M = 64 and V = 50, 30, and 20. Basically, Nsuccess(n) is
maximized at n∗ = −1/ ln α by solving dNsuccess(n)/dn = 0,

Fig. 5. Average number of successful (collision-free) preamble transmissions
and the average number of activated preambles for varying n when M = 64
and V = 50, 30, and 20.

where α = (1 − 1/M). Since Nsuccess(n) decreases when
n > n∗, we only consider the case when n ≤ n∗. Basically,
the eNodeB should allocate PUSCH resources to each acti-
vated preamble for step 3 of RA procedure. However, when
the allocable PUSCH resources are smaller than the number of
activated preambles Nactive(n), the eNodeB should choose V
activated preambles among Nactive(n). Thus, we should con-
sider both of cases Nactive(n) ≤ V and Nactive(n) > V . When
n ≤ n∗ for given V and n, the average number of PUSCH
resources assigned to the collision-free preambles is given by

Vsuccess(n, V) =
{

Nsuccess(n) if Nactive(n∗) ≤ V
V × Nsuccess(n)

Nactive(n)
if Nactive(n∗) > V

(6)

where Vsuccess(n, V) implies the average number of machine
nodes that succeed in uplink data transmission via the RA
procedure. When Nactive(n∗) ≤ V (e.g., V = 50 in Fig. 5),
Nsuccess(n∗) nodes succeed in uplink data transmission via
the RA procedure by allowing only n∗ nodes among the back-
logged Nbacklog(i) nodes to pass the access check with the
following RAP value:

p∗(i) = min

{
− 1

Nbacklog(i) ln α
, 1

}
. (7)
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On the other hand, when Nactive(n∗) > V (refer to V = 30
in Fig. 5), we can obtain n̂ = ln (1 − V/M)/ ln α which max-
imizes Vsuccess(n, V) by solving V = Nactive(n). To allow
only n̂ nodes passing the access check among the backlogged
Nbacklog(i) nodes, the RAP value p̂(i) is set to

p̂(i) = min

{
ln(1 − V/M)

Nbacklog(i) ln α
, 1

}
. (8)

Now, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: When Nactive(n∗) > V , setting the RAP value to

p̂(i) as in (8) achieves a larger number of RA-success nodes
and wastes a smaller number of PUSCH resources on average
sense than the C-AC mechanism which always generates p∗(i)
as in (7) without considering the number of allocable PUSCH
resources.

Proof: When Nactive(n∗) > V , the average number of
RA-success nodes is given by

Vsuccess(n, V) = V · Nsuccess(n)

Nactive(n)
= Vnα(n−1)

(1 − αn)M
(9)

whose derivative with respect to n is given by

dVsuccess(n, V)

dn
= Vα(n−1)M(1 − αn + n ln α)

{(1 − αn)M}2
< 0

since Vα(n−1)M/{(1 − αn)M}2 > 0 and (1 − αn +
n ln α) < 0, where n > 0 and 0 < α ≤ 1. It
implies that Vsuccess(n, V) is a decreasing function, and,
thus, Vsuccess(n̂, V) > Vsuccess(n∗, V), where n̂ < n∗.
The average number of wasted PUSCH resources is cal-
culated as V{1 − Nsuccess(n)/Nactive(n)}, whose deriva-
tive with respect to n is greater than 0. It implies
that V{1 − Nsuccess(n)/Nactive(n)} is an increasing func-
tion, and thus V{1 − Nsuccess(n̂)/Nactive(n̂)} < V{1 −
Nsuccess(n∗)/Nactive(n∗)}, where n̂ < n∗.

As described above, the RAP value needs to be carefully
chosen by considering not only the number of available pream-
bles M but also the number of allocable PUSCH resources V .
In short, with the P-DAC 1, the eNodeB adaptively controls
the RAP value. In specific, p(i) = p∗(i) when Nactive(n∗) ≤ V ,
and p(i) = p̂(i) when Nactive(n∗) > V . For given p(i),
each machine node determines its RA attempt on the ith
GRA opportunity. At the end of the ith GRA opportunity, the
eNodeB calculates the number of backlogged machine nodes
for the (i+1)th GRA opportunity by using (1). If Nbacklog(i+1)

is greater than 0, then the eNodeB computes the RAP value
p(i + 1). If Nbacklog(i + 1) = 0, then all machine nodes in the
group become in RRC-connected state, and the uplink data
transmission for the group is completed.

B. Proposed DAC Mechanism With e-CD (P-DAC 2)

In this mechanism, we assume that eNodeB is equipped
with the e-CD capability. The eNodeB can detect preamble
collisions at the first step of the RA procedure, and thus
it allocates the PUSCH resources only for the successful
(collision-free) preambles. In theory, the PUSCH resources are
not wasted at all. Thus, we consider only the average num-
ber of successful (collision-free) preambles, Nsuccess(n), for

this mechanism. The average number of PUSCH resources
assigned to the collision-free preambles, i.e., the average
number of RA-success nodes, is given by

Vsuccess(n, V) =
{

Nsuccess(n∗), if Nsuccess(n∗) ≤ V
V, if Nsuccess(n∗) > V.

When Nsuccess(n∗) ≤ V (refer to V = 30 in Fig. 5),
Nsuccess(n∗) nodes succeed in the RA procedure by allow-
ing only n∗ nodes among the backlogged Nbacklog(i) nodes to
pass the access check with the same RAP value p∗(i) as (7).

On the other hand, when Nsuccess(n∗) > V (refer to V = 20
in Fig. 5), we obtain ñ = W(V · α · ln α)/ ln α by solving
V = Nsuccess(n), where W(·) represents the Lambert-W func-
tion [33]. In order to allow for ñ nodes to pass the access check
among the backlogged Nbacklog(i) nodes, the RAP value p̃(i)
is set to

p̃(i) = min

{W(V · α · ln α)

Nbacklog(i) ln α
, 1

}
. (10)

In short, with the P-DAC 2, the eNodeB also adaptively
controls the RAP value. In specific, p(i) = p∗(i) when
Nsuccess(n∗) ≤ V , and p(i) = p̃(i) when Nsuccess(n∗) > V .

If the RAP value p̃(i) is used instead of p∗(i), then the aver-
age number of RA-success nodes becomes slightly smaller
than V because the transmissions occur in a probabilistic
manner. To show this, let p denote the RAP value and
B

N
n (p) = (N

n

)
(p)n(1 − p)(N−n) denotes the probability that n

nodes attempt RAs among N backlogged nodes with the RAP
value of p. The average number of successful RA-attempts is
obtained as

S(p, V) =
∑N

n=0
min{Nsuccess(n), V} · B

N
n (p) (11)

where S(p̃, V) < S(p∗, V) if Nsuccess(n) > V . However,
we need to also consider unsuccessful RA-attempts due to
preamble collisions which cause the energy waste at machine
nodes. The average number of unsuccessful RA-attempts is
also obtained as

U(p, V) =
N∑

n=0

nB
N
n (p) − S(p, V). (12)

Hence, the RAP value needs to be carefully controlled between
p̃ and p∗ by considering both S(p, V) and U(p, V) in practice.
We will further discuss a detailed setting for p in the section
of numerical results.

The following lemma compares two proposed mechanisms:
P-DAC 1 and P-DAC 2.

Lemma 2: When the number of activated preambles Nactive
is greater than that of PUSCH resources V , i.e., Nactive > V ,
the average number of RA-success nodes in the P-DAC 2 is
larger than or equal to the average number of RA-success
nodes in the P-DAC 1.

Proof: Let Nsuccess and Nactive denote the number of
successful preambles and the number of activated preambles,
respectively, where Nsuccess ≤ Nactive. When Nactive > V ,
the P-DAC 1 yields V · Nsuccess/Nactive RA-success nodes,
while the P-DAC 2 yields min{Nsuccess, V} RA-success nodes.
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When Nsuccess < V , the difference of the number of RA-
success nodes between the P-DAC 2 and the P-DAC 1 is

min{Nsuccess, V} − V · Nsuccess/Nactive

= Nsuccess(1 − V/Nactive) > 0.

Furthermore, when Nsuccess ≥ V , the difference is

min{Nsuccess, V} − V · Nsuccess/Nactive

= V(1 − Nsuccess/Nactive) ≥ 0.

Therefore, the average number of RA-success nodes in the
P-DAC 2 is always larger than or equal to the number of RA-
success nodes in the P-DAC 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate four performance metrics to
evaluate the proposed DAC mechanisms: GPC time, PUSCH
resource efficiency, transmission efficiency, and EE.

A. Group Paging Completion Time

GPC time is defined as the total spent time for all NMN
nodes in a group to complete the overall RA procedure. It is
calculated by

TGP = Tinterval · NMN

NRA
(13)

where Tinterval denotes the time duration of a GRA opportunity
and NRA denotes the average number of RA-success nodes
in the GRA opportunity. If Nbacklog(i) ≥ M, then NRA(i −
1) ≈ NRA(i). Assuming NMN � M, the average number of
RA-success nodes in a GRA opportunity for given V can be
approximated as

NRA ≈ NRA(i) =
Nbacklog(i)∑

n=0

Vsuccess(n, V)

(
Nbacklog(i)

n

)

× p(i)n{1 − p(i)}(Nbacklog(i)−n) (14)

where p(i) represents the RAP value in the ith GRA
opportunity.

B. PUSCH Resource Efficiency

PUSCH resource efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
number of PUSCH resources allocated to the successful
(collision-free) preambles to the total number of allocated
PUSCH resources. The PUSCH resource efficiency of the
C-AC mechanism is given by

ηconv
PUSCH = Nsuccess(n∗)

Nactive(n∗)
(15)

where n∗ = −1/ ln α and α = (1 − 1/M). Note that the
PUSCH resource efficiency does not depend on the number
of PUSCH resources V in the C-AC mechanism.

For the P-DAC 1, the PUSCH resource efficiency is given by

ηDAC1
PUSCH =

⎧
⎨

⎩

Nsuccess(n∗)
Nactive(n∗) , if Nactive(n∗) ≤ V

Nsuccess(n̂)
Nactive(n̂)

, if Nactive(n∗) > V
(16)

where n̂ = ln(1 − V/M)/ ln α. Contrary to the C-AC mecha-
nism, the PUSCH resource utilization of the P-DAC 1 depends
on the number of available PUSCH resources V .

For the P-DAC 2, the PUSCH resource efficiency is given by

ηDAC2
PUSCH =

{
Nsuccess(n∗)
Nsuccess(n∗) = 1, if Nsuccess(n∗) ≤ V
Nsuccess(ñ)

V = 1, if Nsuccess(n∗) > V
(17)

where ñ = W(V ·α·ln α)/ ln α and Nsuccess(ñ) = V . It is worth
noting that the PUSCH resource efficiency of the P-DAC 2
is always equal to 1 regardless of the number of available
PUSCH resources V due to capability of the e-CD.

C. Transmission Efficiency

TX efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of suc-
cessful uplink TXs to the total number of uplink TXs during
the overall RA procedure at a machine node. It is given by

ηtx = 2

T(n)
(18)

where 2 in the numerator represents the two uplink transmis-
sions for the successful RA at the first and the third steps and
T(n) denotes the average of the total number of uplink TXs
at the machine node until the successful RA.

In order to compute T(n) for the C-AC mechanism and
the P-DAC 1, we need to obtain the probabilities of three
different events on the preamble collision and the PUSCH
resource allocation in a single RA attempt

PDAC1
event1(n) = Pr

[
PUSCH unallocated|n]

= 1 − min{1, V/Nactive(n)}
PDAC1

event2(n) = Pr
[
Preamble collision, PUSCH allocated|n]

=
{

1 − α(n−1)
}

× min{1, V/Nactive(n)}
PDAC1

event3(n) = Pr
[
No preamble collision, PUSCH allocated|n]

= α(n−1) × min{1, V/Nactive(n)}
where α = (1 − 1/M) and recall that n denotes the number
of RA-attempting nodes in a certain GRA opportunity. Note
that PDAC1

event3(n) represents the successful RA probability. Based
on the above three probabilities, we can obtain the average
number of the total uplink transmissions until the successful
RA. Considering the first event, the machine node performs a
single transmission, i.e., T DAC1

event1 = 1, at the first step of the RA
procedure and it does not transmit data at the third step of the
RA procedure for the GRA opportunity because the PUSCH
resource is not allocated for the machine node. Considering the
second event, the machine node performs two transmissions at
the first and third steps of the RA procedure, i.e., TDAC1

event2 = 2.
The data sent at the third step of the RA procedure, however,
is not decoded successfully due to multiple machine nodes
send data with the same PUSCH resource. As for the third
event, the machine node also performs two transmissions, i.e.,
TDAC1

event3 = 2, at the first and third steps of the RA procedure,
and the RA attempt completes.

On the other hand, the P-DAC 2 adopts the e-CD, and, thus,
the above probabilities of three different events are differently
given as

PDAC2
event1(n) = Pr

[
Preamble collision|n]

= 1 − α(n−1)
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PDAC2
event2(n) = Pr

[
No preamble collision, PUSCH unallocated|n]

= α(n−1) × (1 − min{1, V/Nsuccess(n)})
PDAC2

event3(n) = Pr
[
No preamble collision, PUSCH allocated|n]

= α(n−1) × min{1, V/Nsuccess(n)}
where the probability of successful PUSCH allocation is cal-
culated based on Nsuccess(n) and the corresponding numbers
of transmissions are given by TDAC2

event1 = TDAC2
event2 = 1 and

TDAC2
event3 = 2, respectively.
Let Nattempt denote the total number RA attempts until the

RA attempt succeeds. Then, there exist (Nattempt − 1) failed
RA attempts before the successful RA attempt which is the
Nattemptth RA attempt. Since the RA attempt fails due to the
first or the second uplink transmissions of the machine node
during the RA procedure, total 2(Nattempt−1) cases can exist for
the successful RA. Let Nk,j denote the number of occurrences
for the event k in the jth case, where Nattempt−1 = ∑2

k=1 Nk,j,
0 ≤ Nk,j ≤ Nattempt − 1, j = 1, . . . , 2Nattempt−1. Thus, the
average of total number of uplink transmissions for the P-DAC
x (x = 1 or 2) is given by

T
DACx

(n) = PDACx
event3(n)TDACx

event3 + ∑∞
m=2

∑2m−1

j=1 ADACx
j BDACx

j

PDACx
event3(n) + ∑∞

m=2
∑2m−1

j=1 ADACx
j

(19)

where ADACx
j = PDACx

event3(n)
∏2

k=1{PDACx
eventk(n)}Nk,j and BDACx

j =
TDACx

event3 + ∑2
k=1 TDACx

eventkNj
k.

D. Energy Efficiency

EE is defined as the ratio of the energy consumption for
the successful uplink TXs to the energy consumption for the
all uplink TXs during the RA procedure at a machine node,
which is given by

ηee = ES1 + ES3

E(n)
(20)

where ES1 and ES3 denote the energy consumption for pream-
ble transmission at the first step and the data transmission
at the third step, respectively. Furthermore, E(n) denotes the
average energy consumption for all uplink TXs until the RA
completes.

To calculate the EE, we need to replace the number of TXs
in (19) with the corresponding energy consumption for each
event. The energy consumption for the three events in the
C-AC mechanism and the P-DAC 1 is equal to EDAC1

event1 = ES1,
EDAC1

event2 = ES1 + ES3, and EDAC1
event3 = ES1 + ES3, respectively.

On the other hand, the energy consumption for three events in
the P-DAC 2 is equal to EDAC2

event1 = ES1, EDAC2
event2 = ES1, and

EDAC3
event2 = E S1 + ES3, respectively.
Hence, the average energy consumption for the P-DAC x

(x = 1 or 2) is given by

E
DACx

(n) = PDACx
event3(n)EDACx

event3 + ∑∞
m=2

∑2m−1

j=1 ADACx
j CDACx

j

PDACx
event3(n) + ∑∞

m=2
∑2m−1

j=1 ADACx
j

(21)

where CDACx
j = EDACx

event3 + ∑2
k=1 EDACx

eventkNj
k.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Fig. 6. Average number of successful and unsuccessful RA-attempts of the
P-DAC2 for varying RAP value p.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
DAC mechanisms for the GP-based cellular IoT system in
terms of GPC time, PUSCH resource efficiency ηPUSCH,
TX efficiency ηtx, and EE ηee, compared with the C-AC
mechanism [34]. The C-AC mechanism considers only the
available number of preamble resources when computing the
RAP value. In this section, we consider another conventional
AC mechanism called the C-AC with e-CD as a baseline
technique, which exactly estimate the successful preamble
transmissions at the first step of the RA procedure by uti-
lizing the e-CD capability [24]–[26]. However, the C-AC with
e-CD still considers only the available number of preamble
resources like the C-AC mechanism. Table I lists the simula-
tion parameters. V PUSCH resources are fixedly allocable for
the group of nodes on each GRA opportunity.

Fig. 6 shows the number of successful and unsuccessful
RA-attempts of the P-DAC2, which are denoted by S(p, V)

in (11) and U(p, V) in (12), respectively, when V = 20 and the
number of backlogged nodes is 300. If p ≤ p̃, then S(p, V) >

U(p, V). However, S(p, V) < U(p, V) as p approaches to p∗.
There exists a tradeoff relationship between the GPC time and
the EE for varying the RAP value. Hence, we define a novel
RAP value as

p = εp∗ + (1 − ε)p̃ (22)

for 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. Fig. 7 shows (a) the GPC time and (b) the EE
of the P-DAC2 for varying ε of the RAP value in (22). When
ε = 1 and ε = 0, the RAP value becomes p∗ in (7) and p̃
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Performances of the P-DAC2 for varying ε. (a) GPC time. (b) EE.

in (10), respectively. As ε increases, the GPC time decreases
but it is saturated over some ε, whereas the EE gradually
decreases. Furthermore, for a given V , we optimize ε so that
the GPC time of the P-DAC2 is minimized and the EE is max-
imized, which is denoted by έ. For example, the GPC time is
minimized for ε ∈ [0.4, 1] when V = 15. Thus, in this case,
έ = 0.4. Then, for a given V , the optimal RAP value in the
sense that the minimum GPC time while the EE is maximized
is obtained by

ṕ = έp∗ + (
1 − έ

)
p̃. (23)

In what follows, the P-DAC2 mechanism utilizes the RAP
values of ṕ.

Fig. 8 shows the GPC time of the proposed DAC mecha-
nisms for varying the number of allocable PUSCH resources
(V). When V is larger than 40 (i.e., sufficient PUSCH resources
are allocable for the GP), three mechanisms C-AC, P-DAC 1,
and P-DAC 2 result in a similar GPC time of 21 s. On the
other hand, as V decreases, the GPC time of the P-DAC 1
is much shorter than that of the C-AC. Since the RAP value
of the C-AC is adjusted by only considering the number of
available preamble resources, the number of RA-attempting
nodes which pass the access check is not properly controlled
when the number of allocable PUSCH resources is insufficient.
In contrast, the P-DAC 1 adjusts the RAP value by consid-
ering both the number of available preambles and allocable
PUSCH resources so that more PUSCH resources are allocated
to the collision-free preambles among the activated preambles.
With the capability of the e-CD, the P-DAC 2 intelligently
adjusts the RAP value by considering the expected number
of collision-free preambles, the number of available pream-
bles, and the number of allocable PUSCH resources so that
the PUSCH resources are allocated to only the collision-free
preambles among the activated preambles. Thus, the P-DAC 2
results in the best GPC time among the mechanisms. Thanks
to the e-CD, the C-AC with e-CD exactly allocates the PUSCH
resources to only the collision-free preambles, and, thus, both

Fig. 8. GPC time of the proposed DAC mechanisms for varying the number
of PUSCH resources (V).

the C-AC with e-CD and the P-DAC 2 yield the similar GPC
time as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the PUSCH resource efficiency according to V .
Since the C-AC does not take into account V , its PUSCH
resource efficiency remains constant regardless of V , which
is equal to 0.58 in Fig. 9. Considering that NMN = 10 000,
it implies that 17 241 PUSCH resources are used, but 7241
PUSCH resources among them are wasted. The P-DAC 1
results in a higher PUSCH resource efficiency when V ≤ 40
than that of the C-AC, but the PUSCH resource efficiency of
the P-DAC 1 decreases as V increases. With the P-DAC 1,
interestingly, there exist a tradeoff between the GPC time and
the number of wasted PUSCH resources. To be specific, more
PUSCH resources are wasted in order to reduce the GPC time.
For example, when V = 10, 812 PUSCH resources are wasted
for the GPC time of 61.74 s. When V = 20, 2030 PUSCH
resources are wasted for the GPC time of 32.14. In addi-
tion, the P-DAC 2 and the C-AC with e-CD achieve the best
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Fig. 9. PUSCH resource efficiency for varying the number of available
PUSCH resources (V).

Fig. 10. Transmission efficiency for varying the number of available PUSCH
resources (V).

PUSCH resource efficiency performance among all mecha-
nisms by utilizing the capability of e-CD, which is equal to 1
regardless of V .

Fig. 10 shows the transmission efficiency of the proposed
DAC mechanisms for varying V . The P-DAC 1 yields a higher
transmission efficiency than other mechanisms when the avail-
able PUSCH resources are relatively small (i.e., V < 30).
Similar to results in Fig. 8, the C-AC and the P-DAC 1 result in
the identical transmission efficiency (i.e., 0.37) when V > 40.
The P-DAC 2 achieves a lower transmission efficiency than the
P-DAC 1 when V < 30, but it outperforms the P-DAC1 and the
C-AC and its transmission efficiency remained constant, i.e.,
0.54 when V ≥ 30. In particular, the transmission efficiency of
P-DAC2 shows different tendencies in the insufficient resource
regime and the sufficient resource regime, respectively, which
is separated at Nsuccess(n∗). It is mainly due to a success-
ful resource allocation probability, min{1, V/Nsuccess(n)}, in
the transmission efficiency. With M = 64, the transmis-
sion efficiency of the P-DAC2 has a step approximately at
V = 23.7299 since Nsuccess(n∗) = 23.7299, which is the sep-
aration point for the resource sufficiency. In short, the proposed

Fig. 11. EE for varying β when V = 10 and V = 30.

mechanisms, the P-DAC 1 and the P-DAC 2, outperform the
C-AC mechanisms regardless of e-CD especially for small
values of V since the proposed mechanisms consider the lim-
itation of allocable PUSCH resources. It is worth noting that
the mathematical analyses on GPC time, PUSCH resource
efficiency, and transmission efficiency are well matched with
the computer simulation results, which implies the analytical
results are correct.

We now evaluate the EE of the proposed DAC mechanisms.
Let β denote the ratio of energy consumption between the first
and the third steps of the RA procedure, i.e., ES3 = βES1. The
ratio β varies according to the number of allocated resources
for the third RA procedure [35]. For the clear comparison,
we consider two cases in this section: V = 10 (insufficient
PUSCH resource) and V = 30 (sufficient PUSCH resources).
Fig. 11 shows the EE as β varies. When V = 10, the P-DAC 1
results in the highest EE while the C-AC with e-CD results in
the lowest EE over all values of β. In contrast, when V = 30,
the P-DAC 2 and the C-AC with e-CD achieve the same EE,
while the P-DAC 1 results in constant EE for all values of β.
In addition, it is shown that the EE of the P-DAC 1 and the
P-DAC 2 mechanisms decrease as V increases, while that of
C-AC increases.

Table II summarizes the relationship among performance
metrics for satisfying the GPC time requirement. To be spe-
cific, Table II compares the required number of PUSCH
resources (V), PUSCH resource efficiency (ηPUSCH), trans-
mission efficiency (ηtx), and EE (ηee) of four mechanisms
for satisfying the GPC times. We assume that NMN = 10 000
and β = 1.5. For fair comparison, we first compare the
performance of the P-DAC 1 with those of the C-AC.
Basically, more PUSCH resources are required to achieve
a shorter GPC time in all mechanisms. When the target
GPC time is equal to 20 s, both mechanisms yield the same
performance. On the other hand, when the target GPC time
is larger than 20 s, the P-DAC 1 outperforms the C-AC in
terms of all performance metrics. In particular, a tradeoff exists
between the GPC time and other metrics in the P-DAC 1.
Then, we compare the performance of the P-DAC 2 with those
of the C-AC with e-CD. Both mechanisms require the same
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF FOUR MECHANISMS: THE C-AC, THE P-DAC 1, THE C-AC WITH E-CD, AND THE P-DAC 2

number of PUSCH resources and achieves the same PUSCH
resource efficiency. However, the P-DAC 2 achieves much bet-
ter transmission efficiency and EE. It is worth noting that EE is
one of the most important performance metric for IoT devices
(machine nodes).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed two DAC mechanisms which
effectively control the number of RA-attempting nodes by
adjusting the RAP values, considering both the number of
preamble resources and the number of allocable PUSCH
resources, while the conventional AC mechanisms consider
only the number of preamble resources. We also mathemat-
ically analyzed the proposed DAC mechanisms and showed
that the analytical results are well matched with the computer
simulations. It was shown through extensive computer sim-
ulations that the proposed DAC mechanisms, the P-DAC 1
and the P-DAC 2, achieve better performance in terms of
GPC time, PUSCH resource efficiency, TX efficiency, and
EE, compared with the C-AC mechanisms especially when the
number of allocable PUSCH resources is insufficient. Thanks
to the capability of e-CD, the P-DAC 2 mechanism can fully
utilize the PUSCH resources without wastes, and it signif-
icantly improves the EE. The comprehensive results of the
proposed DAC mechanisms give network operators insights
on how to satisfy the performance requirements of various
cellular IoT/M2M applications.
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